Student Producers
Report to Barbara
Sam
Dena

Editing
Primary Staff: Ellie
Supporting Staff: Xavier
Lead: Tom
Members: Dena, Oliver

Reference
Primary Staff: Barbara
Co-Leads: Krystal and Kailey
Members: Dena, Lillian

Concept Art
Primary Staff: Emily
Supporting Staff: Xavier, Andy
Lead: Jacob
Members: Krystal, Kailey, Lillian, Misty, Youjean

Modeling
Primary Staff: Ellie
Supporting Staff: Cody, Matt
Co-Leads: Evan and Amy
Members: Jacob, Jeffrey, Krystal, Misty, Sam, Patrick

Surfacing
Primary Staff: Emily
Supporting Staff: Andy, Cody
Co-Leads: Misty, Krystal
Members: Evan, Amy, Dena, Jacob, Youjean

Rigging
Primary Staff: Cody
Supporting Staff: Ellie, Matt
Lead: TBD
Members: Oliver, Patrick, Jeffrey

Scripting
Primary Staff: Cody
Lead: Patrick
Members: Oliver, Tom

Layout
Primary Staff: Xavier
Lead: Youjean
Members: Jeffrey, Oliver, Patrick, Sam, Tom

Animation
Primary Staff: Xavier
Supporting Staff: Matt, Emily
Co-Leads: Jeffrey, Amy
Members: Evan, Patrick, Jacob, Sam, Tom, Lillian, Misty, Dena, Oliver, Krystal

Facial Expression
Primary Staff: Matt
Supporting Staff: Ellie, Xavier
Lead: Evan
Members: Amy, Jeffrey, Youjean

Lighting and Rendering
Primary Staff: Andy
Supporting Staff: Emily
Co-Leads: Oliver, Sam
Members: Jacob, Dena, Kailey, Tom, Youjean, Misty

PTC
Primary Staff: Andy
Lead: Kailey
Members: Krystal, Youjean, Lillian, Misty, Evan

Maya EFX
Primary Staff: Matt
Supporting Staff: Cody
Co-Leads: Jacob and Oliver
Members: Lillian, Patrick, Tom
Post-Production (After Effects)

**Primary Staff:** Emily

**Supporting Staff:** Andy

**Co-Leads:** Tom and Dena

**Members:** Kailey, Lillian

Sound and Foley

**Primary Staff:** Xavier

**Lead:** Youjean

**Members:**

Amy and Patrick

Outtakes

**Primary Staff:** Barbara

**Co-Leads:** Lillian and Evan

**Members:**

Kailey and Dena